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What is IBM Watson

Watson is a question answering computer system 
capable of answering questions posed in natural language. 
Watson was named after IBM's first CEO, industrialist 
Thomas J. Watson.
Software: IBM's DeepQA software, Apache UIMA 
framework, various programming languages, SUSE Linux 
over Apache Hadoop.
Hardware: cluster of 90  IBM Power 750 servers, 2.880 
POWER7 processor threads and 16 terabytes of RAM. Cost: 
about 3 million $
Data: millions of documents including  encyclopedias, 
dictionaries, thesauri, newswire articles, and literary works. 
Watson also used databases, taxonomies, and ontologies 
(DBPedia, WordNet, and Yago). For Jeopardy! all data was 
stored in RAM for Watson to be competitive with humans. 
Watson parses this data to build its knowledge.
Operation: Watson parses questions and employs various 
technologies (Natural Language Processing, Information 
Retrieval, Knowledge Representation and Reasoning, and 
Machine Learning) on its data to spot probable answers. 
Given a question, the more answer-searching processes 
point to the same piece of information, the more likely 
Watson is to choose it as an answer.



The DeepQA Framework

1. Question decomposition: When the question is 
presented, Watson parses it in order to extract its major 
features.
2. Hypothesis Generation: Watson searches the corpus 
(which consists of structured & unstructured knowledge) 
for passages that might contain a valuable response.
3. Hypothesis and evidence scoring: Watson compares 
the text of the question and the text of all potential 
responses with specific reasoning algorithms. Each one of 
these algorithms executes a different comparison (e. g: 
search for the matching of terms and synonyms, examine 
the temporal and spatial features) and then produces one 
or more scores that indicate the response's degree of 
relevance(inference) to the question.
4. Synthesis: Each resulting score is weighted against a 
statistical model that captures the algorithm's 
performance at the establishment of inference between 
two similar passages for that domain, during Watson's 
training period. This statistical model is then used to 
summarize a level of confidence as Watson's metric of 
evidence that the candidate answer is inferred by the 
question.
5. Final Confidence Merging and Ranking: The process 
(steps 1-4) is repeated for each of the candidate answers 
until Watson finds responses that are stronger candidates 
than the others and finally returns a ranked list of them 
followed by their confidence score.



Watson Experience Manager (Data Science class of 
2016)

For a given topic - subject:
● A team collects possible questions (in natural language) on the topic
● A team creates a corpus of documents (html pdf etc) that potentially contain 

answers to these questions
● Another team matches each question to text excerpts inside the documents 

that are potential answers to the question
● An expert team evaluates the question answer pairs
● Watson is automatically trained and learns a topic model
● Watson is ready to be deployed as a web service and answer questions on 

the topic
● The process can be iterated to increase knowledge on the topic or add more 

topics 

Some serious drawbacks: 
● Huge number of 

questions, answers and 
documents needed 
(order of thousands)

● Black-box algorithms 
and training

● Not obvious  integration 
as a service 
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The Zipf mystery
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